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O. Introduction and Table of Contents
In this paper we shall prove two theorems about extending holomorphic mappings between complex manifolds. Both results involve extending such mappings across pseudo-concave boundaries. The first is a removable singularities statement for meromorphic mappings into compact K~ihler manifolds. The precise result and several illustrative examples are given in Section 1. The second theorem is a Hartogs'-type result for holomorphic mappings into a complex manifold which has a complete Hermitian metric with non-positive holomorphic sectional curvatures. This theorem answers one of Chern's problems posed at the Nice Congress [3] . The precise statement and further discussion is given in Section 4.
The proofs of both theorems use the class of pluri-sub-harmonic (p. s.h.) functions, which is intrinsically defined on any complex manifold [9] . The second proof is rather elementary and essentially relates the p.s.h, functions on the domain off to the curvature assumption on the image manifold. The first theorem is technically a little more delicate and makes use of the removable singularity theorems for analytic sets due to Bishop-Stoll [14] together with the strong estimates available for the amount of singularity which the Levi form of a p. s. h. function may have at an isolated singularity of such a function.
At the end of this paper there are two appendices. The first contains a brief survey of some removable singularity theorems for holomorphic mappings between complex manifolds. In the second appendix we give an informal discussion of the general problem of defining the "order of growth" of a holomorphic mapping and using this notion to study such maps. The basic open question here is what might be termed "Bezout's theorem for holomorphic functions of several variables," and this problem is discussed and precisely formulated there.
It is my pleasure to acknowledge many helpful discussions with H. Wu concerning the material presented below. In particular, several of the ideas and results in Appendix 2 were communicated to me by him.
Statement and Discussion of Theorem I
Let M and N be connected complex manifolds of complex dimensions m and n respectively and where M is assumed to be compact. We recall that a meromorphic mapping 
f: N-S--,M
such that F restricted to (N-S)x M is exactly the graph of f Thus 7rN: F--,N is a proper modification and %t: F--~M is a holomorphic mapping. Conversely, a holomorphic mapping f, which as in (1.2) is defined on the complement of a proper subvariety S c N, will be said to be meromorphic if the closure G in N x M of the graph/} ~ (N -S) x M is an analytic subvariety of N x M. In this case, we may also say that S is a removable singularity for f as a meromorphic mapping from N to M.
We are primarily interested in removing singularities for holomorphic mappings (1.2) when codim (S)>2. Here are a few simple examples to illustrate the problem. Remarks. There are two criticisms of this result, which we should like to discuss here. The first is regarding the restriction n > 3 instead of n>_-2 as one would have hoped for. This condition arose because of the vanishing Theorem(2.6) below, which does not hold for n=2. It has recently been proved by Shiffman that the necessary cohomology class (but not the whole group) vanishes for our problem when n = 2, so that Theorem I is also true in this case. Shiffman's result is discussed following (2.6).
The second criticism, which is more serious, is that we should have an extension theorem for any holomorphic mapping f: N-S--,M whenever M is compact KShler and codim (S)> 2. However, our proof only works in case S is 0-dimensional, and the author has been unable to decide if the more general result is true (cf. Problem 0 at the end of w 3 below).
It is perhaps worth remarking that there are two definitions of meromorphic mappings. The one we have given above is due to Remmert (Math. Ann. 133, 367 (1957) ). The other definition, due to Stoll (Math. Z. 67, 468 (1955)), is that f: N -S-~ M is meromorphic if, for every analytic curve CoN such that C nS has dimension zero, if follows that f: C -C n S --~ M extends holomorphically to C. For algebraic varieties M, these definitions coincide, but I am not sure of the general relationship.
At any event, our proof of TheoremI will show that f: N-S-+M (codim(S)>3, M compact K~hler) extends meromorphically in the sense of Stoll.
A final remark is concerning the reason for proving a result, such as Theorem I, for KShler manifolds when certainly the most interesting examples of such are the algebraic varieties where the theorem is well known and proved by standard methods. Of course, this is a personal matter, but for me the point is that usually proving a result using the K~hlerian condition forces one to localize much more than is necessary in algebraic geometry, and this frequently leads to a more interesting proof and new insight. Hopefully this is somewhat the case here.
Preliminary Results for the Proof of Theorem I a) On the Theorem of Bishop-Stoll
Let l/be a complex manifold, W c 1I an analytic subvariety, and X a pure k-dimensional analytic subvariety in V* = 1/-W. Fig. 1 The question we wish to discuss is: When is X (closure in V) an analytic subvariety of V? One very nice answer is provided by the theorem of Bishop-Stoll [14] , which goes as follows. Let ds2=~hij (v) Remark. We will discuss this result in the language of currents [9] , and show how this leads fairly easily to a proof of (2.2) in the special case when codim(Z)= 1 (Z=X in the statement of (2.2)). Unfortunately, this will not cover the applications we have in mind. There is a general discussion of these matters in the paper "The currents defined by analytic varieties" by James King which will appear in Acta Mathematica.
@
Denote by Cq'q(V *) (respectively Cq'q(V)) the currents of type (q, q) on V* (respectively on V). Letting q=dim (V*)-k be the codimension of Z in V*, we see that Z defines a current T*ECq'q(V *) by the formula z where ~* is a C ~ form with compact support in V*. The current T* satisfies the equations dT* =0 =dC Tz *.
(Recall that dC=l~-1 (O-t?)so that dd~=2k / -1 c~c~.)
Now it is easy to see that the condition that Z have locally finite area in V is exactly the condition that Tz* extend to a current Tze Cq'q(V)
where e is a C ~ form with compact support in V and where the ~, are compactly supported C ~176 forms in V* such that !irn%=ct uniformly on V. Furthermore, it may be seen that (2.3) dTz=O=dCTz as currents on F. (This is less trivial and in particular requires that the Hausdorff (2k-1)-measure of 2c~ W be zero; cf. [14] .) Suppose now that codim(Z)=l so that TzeCI"(V) is a current satisfying (2.3). Taking V to be a polycylinder in C", which is permissible since the problem is local in V, we may find a current 0e C O, ~ which satisfies the equation of currents ddCO = T z.
It follows that 0 is a pluri-sub-harmonic (abbreviated p.s.h.) function in V* which extends as a current, and therefore as a p. s. h. function, to V 3. If we let o)=~0, then de)=0 and an easy argument shows that we may define a holomorphic function f(z) on V by the formula The equation f = 0 defines the closure Z of Z in V, and therefore proves (2.2) in this special case.
Unfortunately, the interplay between p.s.h, functions and subvarieties of higher codimension is quite non-linear and so the above argument does not seem to readily generalize.
For our applications, we shall need the following corollary of (2. Observe that (2.7) implies that Ha(B *, (9*)=0 for n>3; i.e. all holomorphic line bundles on B* are trivial for n> 3. It is certainly not true that all line bundles are trivial on B*; however, Shiffman has recently shown that any such line bundle L is trivial provided that it is positive in a suitable sense. In particular, he has proved that a C ~ (0, 1) form ? on B~ which satisfies 07 = 0, 07 > 0, is of the form y =~r/for some Coo function on B~. It is this result which leads to Theorem I in case n = 2.
c) Removable Singularities of Pluri-Sub-Harmonic Functions
We recall a standard definition [9] . ddCr where de= ~ 1 (0-0). It follows that ~b is a p. s.h. function on B*, and by Proposition (2.9) ~ extends to a p.s.h, function on B, (this is where we use the assumption n > 2). According to Proposition (2.4), we want to derive the estimates (3.5) ~ (ddCO)k^~0"-k= ~ (~ol)ka ~0"-k<~ (k=l .... ,n).
B~ o~
NOW even though ~ extends across z = 0 as a p.s.h, function, it may happen that (3.6) ff (0)= -~.
In fact, (3.6) exactly reflects the fact that the mapping f: B* --~ M may be meromorphic and not holomorphic at z =0 (cf. proposition (3.10) below).
For example, if we consider the residual map f: C"-{0}--*P._ 1 then eg;=ddClog fl z lt so that q;=log II z II has a singularity at z=0. To get around this difficulty, I shall use a smoothing argument which was shown to me by Eli Stein. 3*
We choose a sequence of C ~ functions pt(z) which satisfy the conditions:
Recall now that ~ is C ~ in the open punctured ball {z: 0 < q] z I] < 1 + e} 1 for some ~>0. Choose l>~-and regularize qJ by defining, for z~B,,
or equivalently
These integrals make sense because a p. s. h. function is locally/2. Eq. (3.7)
shows that Oz(z) is C ~ on B,, and (3.8) shows that Or(z) is p.s.h, there. Furthermore, from (3.8) we have
because of (i) dd ~ ~z>=O, (ii) Stokes' theorem and d~p=O, and (iii) the fact that ~ is C ~176 near ~B,. The estimate (3.5) now follows from (3.9) and Proposition (2.10). Q.E.D.
Remark. To see how singular the p. s.h. function ~b may be, we will prove the Proof Observe first that the estimate (3.12) is independent of the p.s.h, function ~k which is a solution of (3.11) . This follows from the fact that a real C ~ function 2 on B* which satisfies the equation 
[go(z)[2 § ~ (~>0).
For an arbitrary K~ihler metric ~o on M, we can find an o' induced from a projective embedding such that d-~o>0.
It follows that ~o~-~or > 0, which in turn gives
ddC(~9'-~)>=O.
Thus the function 4' -~9 is p. s. h. on B,, and from the maximum principle we have q,'-~<c.
The estimate (3.12) for ~ now follows from the corresponding estimate for ~'. Q.E.D.
Remark. At this point we can explain the difficulty in proving that a holomorphic mapping f: N-S~M extends meromorphically when codim (S) > 2. Localizing, we may assume that N is a open neighborhood of the origin in C" and S is an analytic set defined in .N. Our proof, together with the result of Shiffman discussed below (2.6), may be used to show that f* ~o=ddCtp where ~ is a p.s.h, function on N which is C ~ on N-S.
We want to show that Here are a few simple examples to illustrate the question. To give these we first observe that the problem is local around a point x~S, and so we may assume that N is a polycylinder in C", S is an analytic subvariety of N given by holomorphic equations h 1 (z) ..... h t (z) = 0, and U l is the neighborhood of S given by ~ I h~(z)l 2 <~ for ~ sufficiently small. Our theorem is in response to a problem of Chern [3] . In order to state the result, we need to first review some notions from Hermitian differential geometry ( [4] , pp. 416-422). Thus let V be an arbitrary complex manifold and E ~ V a holomorphic vector bundle. Associated to an Hermitian metric in the fibres of E-+ V there is a canonical Hermitian connection with curvature f2,~. If e t .... , e, is a local unitary frame for E ~ V and v t .... , v, are local holomorphic coordinates on V, then we have an expansion
Using this we may define the bi-quadratic curvature form
This curvature form has the following geometric interpretation: Given p > 0, we define E (p) to be the tubular neighborhood of radius p around the zero-cross-section of E--* V. Thus E(p)={e~E: Ilel] <p} where the length IleLI is measured using the given metric in E. Then the curvature form Oz(e, ~) essentially gives the E.E. Levi form of ~E(p) at the point e (cf., [4] , p. 426).
Now we take V=M to be the complex manifold in which we are interested and E=T(M) the holomorphic tangent bundle of M. The curvature form associated to an Hermitian metric ds 2 is then OM(~, t/) (~, q eT(M)).
For a (1, 0)-tangent vector ~ ~T(M), the holomorphic sectional curvature Q~(~) in the 2-plane ~ ^~ is given by (cf. [16] )
Definition. We shall say that ds 2 is negatively curved if all holomorphic sectional curvatures are non-positive (i. e., f2 M (~)< 0 for all ~ eT(M)). Moreover, we will say that ds 2 is strongly negatively curved if the curvature form f2M(~, q)<0 for all ~, r/eT(M).
Obviously, if ds 2 is strongly negatively curved, then it is negatively curved but not conversely.
Theorem II. Suppose that M is a complex manifold having a ds 2 which is complete and negatively curved. Then Hartogs' phenomenon is valid for M.
Remark. This result has recently also been proved independently by Shiffman. Proof Any such N is bi-rationally equivalent to the projective space P,, and by Corollary (4.4) we may assume that N =P,. In the diagram
we may apply Theorem II to the holomorphic mapping g and conclude that f(P,)=g(0)is a point.
The proof of Theorem II will also give the We will conclude this section with an example and a couple of open questions.
Example 6. Every Stein manifold M carries a complete, negatively curved ds~. In fact, we may use the embedding theorem [6] to realize M as a closed submanifold of some C N. Then, the restriction to M of the Euclidean dsZcN has the desired properties (cf. Lemma (5.13)"below). Thus our theorem covers the usual Hartogs' phenomenon given by Examples 1 and 5 above. off has finite volume relative to the metric ds2. x ds 2. Thus, in order to carry out this proposed proof, we need to know the answer to Problem 2. Let V be an open submanifold in a complex manifold W. Assume that the boundary 0V is smooth and that the Levi form for c3V is <0 and has everywhere at least one negative eigenvalue. (Briefly, 0V is pseudo-concave.) Let Z ~ V be a pure k-dimensional analytic set such that VOlzk(Z)<oO , where this volume is computed with respect to a metric on W. Then does Z locally extend across 0V?
Remark. The extension of analytic sets across boundaries with pseudoconcavity assumptions has been discussed by Rothstein (Math. Ann. 133, 271-280 and 400-409 (1957)). It does not seem that his results contain the answer to Problem 2, although his techniques might be applicable.
Proof of Theorem II
We may write S = S 1 ~... w S K as a disjoint union of complex submanifolds where codlin (S~) >_-codim (S~_ 1) + 1 and where S~ c (S~_ 1)~ing, the singular points of S~_ 1. (This is the usual stratification of an analytic variety.) Since the problem is local around a point x ~ S, it will then suffice to assume that S is smooth.
We now introduce the notations We will call dBn(e) a spherical shell and we set The next three lemmas will lead to a proof of Theorem ]I* under the stronger assumption that ds~ is complete and strongly negatively curved; i.e., that we have for all ~, qET(M). The function-theoretic meaning of this condition for holomorphic mappings is isolated in Lemma (5.9) below. Following this lemma, we shall return to the proof of Theorem II* in case ds~ is complete and negatively curved. The function-theoretic meaning of this curvature assumption is given in Lemma (5.12).
(5.2) Lemma. Let ds~. be the usual flat metric on C" and suppose that we have an estimate (5.3) f* (ds~t) <= C . ds~..
Then fextends continuously to OB,(e).
Proof From (5.3) we have where D(z) is a holomorphic disc with center z and which lies entirely in OB,(e). Since n > 2, our lemma follows from (5.6). Q.E.D. 
functions on OB,(e).
Proof This lemma follows from the formulae in Lu's paper [10] .
Since we only need the result for a~(f) (cf. 0 2 hjj 02 h so that it will suffice to prove the lemma in case n = 1. Writingf*(ds2)= hdtdi where t is a coordinate on UcC, we may assume that f: U---,M is non-constant, and therefore h vanishes only at isolated points of U. Obviously, it will suffice to prove the stronger statement that 02 log h (t) >0 Ot~t at points t where h (t) 4: 0. Localizing around such a point, we may assume that f: U---,M is an embedding with image S=f(U) a complex submanifold of M. Then f*(ds2)=ds 2 =ds21S is an Hermitian metric on the disc S such that, by definition of Os, Remark. This lemma expresses a fundamental principal in Hermitian differential geometry to the effect that curvatures decrease on complex sub-manifolds.
.. z,) (I t J< 3). If we set f* (ds2 ) l Dj(z) = h(t, t) dt dt, then obviously
We want to use Lemma From Lemma (5.15) we obtain
where the constant c is independent of zoeS 2"-1(e 
\ ',:/ ----/ /
dM(f(zu), f(Zo))<dM(f(z~), f(z'~))+dM(f(z'~), f(Zo)).
Letting p-*oe, both terms on the right-hand side of (5.19) tend to zero by (5.17). Q.E.D.
Appendix I. Survey of Some Removable Singularity Theorems
We want to discuss briefly the general problem of when a holo- Example 2. The mapping (A.I.1) extends holomorphically in case M is compact and has a negatively curved ds~. This basic result is due to Mrs. Kwack [8] , whose proof is a variation on a previous argument of Grauert-Recksziegel. Another proof is given in Section 6 of [5] ; this argument uses the Bishop-Stoll Theorem (2.2) above.
Observe also that Mrs. Kwack's theorem gives a proof of the usual Riemann extension theorem as follows: Replacing M by a larger open set, we may assume that M is a polycylinder in C m. Then there exists a properly discontinuous, fixed-point-free, group of holomorphic automorphisms F acting on M with compact quotient. By Mrs. Kwack's theorem, the map f: P*---, M/F extends holomorphically, and the result follows easily from this. 
Appendix II Some Remarks on the Order of Growth of Holomorphic Mappings a) Formulation of the Problem
In general, a holomorphic mapping f: N-S-, M certainly does not have a removable singularity along a sub-variety S along which it is not defined, and it seems fairly clear that the most interesting aspect of holomorphic mappings involves studying the order of growth of f along S, especially as this relates to the topological properties off In this appendix we shall discuss this problem and shall isolate what is to me the central open question, namely of finding the analogue of Bezout's theorem for several holomorphic functions.
Because this particular subject is not understood so well, it seems desirable to first consider perhaps the most important special case of the situation f: N -S --~ M. Consequently, we will discuss a holomorphic mapping
where A is a smooth affine algebraic variety and M is a smooth projective variety (thus M is complete). Thus, e.g., we might have A= C" and M = Pro. In general, we may think of A as being given in C N by polynomial equations P~ (zl, ..., zN) = 0 in such a manner that the projection The diagram (A.2.4) is useful in proving that certain notions are independent of the smooth completion 4 of A. Thus, e.g., if we consider the mapping n": 4" ~4 in (A.2.4) localized at infinity, we have where D c~ P* is given by zl... z i =0 and D"c~ P,"* is given by z'l'.., z'/,, =0. It follows from (A.2.8) that -(log [zl]+... +log [zl] ) is well-defined up to the relation "~" explained above. We want to study the amount of growth, or equivalently the amount of (essential) singularity at infinity, which a holomorphic mapping (A.2.1) has. This will be done relative to the following three auxiliary quantities: (i) the exhaustion function (A.2.5) and the associated level sets Air] ={z~A: ~(z)<r};
(ii) a K~ihler metric dS2M on M with (1, 1)-form ~o and pull-back o~i= f*(@; and (iii) a K~ihler metric ds~ on a smooth completion A of A with ~p being the associated (1, 1) form. 
b) The Order Function for Holomorphic Mappings
Tk'(f r)=O(Tk(f, P')).
As to the second question, we shall give an example and then, following Wu, a proposition to illustrate the converse to the example. since f is not a rational mapping.
To give the proposition, we let r .... , r be a local unitary co-frame for dsZa so that dsZ= ~ q~gp~. We then write where r = ~0" is the volume form on A.
Recall also Newton's inequalities (A.2.14) 
c) ?he Maximum Modulus Function for Holomorphic Mappings
The order function (A.2.10) measures the growth of a holomorphic mapping in terms of the area of the graph off. Historically, this approach originated in Ahlfors-Shimizu interpretation of the Nevanlinna characteristic function off: C-*P1 in terms of the spherical image off(cf. [12] , pp. 171-177). Long before this, it was customary to use the maximum modulus to measure the growth of an entire holomorphic function f: C -~ C. We want to give a little generalization of this latter approach.
Thus, we let M be a simply-connected complex manifold having a complete Hermitian metric which has non-positive Riemannian sectional curvatures 9. It follows from the theorem of Cartan-Hadamard that the geodesic balls
give an exhaustion of M by convex regions with smooth boundaries. Moreover, it is a theorem of Wu (cf. the discussions in [16] 
is pluri-sub-harmonic on ,4.
A similar proposition giving a geometric interpretation of the curvature forms •u (~, q) and QA (3, q) results from the computations in [ 10] . To give this we let f: ,4 --~M be a holomorphic mapping between complex manifolds having Hermitian metrics, and denote by ak(f ) the k th elementary symmetric function of the eigenvalues of f*(ds 2) with respect to ds~. OA [r] Remarks. The equality max p(f)(z)= max p (f)(z) follows from Proz~OA [r] z~A[rl position (A.2.17) and the maximum principle. In case we have ~2 A (r r/)> 0 and (2M(~, t/)=<0, we may also define
To give some properties of the maximum modulus and mean-value functions, we first introduce the Remark. To some extent, the special exhaustion functions seem to be an analogue of the harmonic exhaustion functions which play such a crucial role in the theory of Riemann surfaces (cf. footnote t4 below). and (i) follows from this. To prove (ii), we have for/'2 ~> rl
Remark. We should also have an estimate M(f, r) = O(m(f, k. r)) (k> 1), but I don't know how to prove this except in special cases.
d) Some Comments on the First Main Theorem
Let A be an affine algebraic variety as in a) above and denote by r the K~ihler form coming from a smooth completion ft, of A. If V c A is a pure k-dimensional analytic sub-variety, then we define the order functions we have defined the maximum modulus M(f, r) H. Both of these are notions measuring the order of growth of f, and both may be used to single out the rational maps in case M is an algebraic variety. However, in order for these concepts to be fruitful, it is obviously necessary that they should lead to an interesting analysis of transcendental holomorphic mappings. This is certainly the case when dimc A = 1 [12] , and is to some extent the case when dimcM = 1. However, it seems to me that, although there are several interesting results in the general case ( [13] and [15] ), the basic questions have yet to be grappled with successfully. I should like to briefly discuss what are, to me, these basic questions and then summarize briefly what seems to be known about them. where the order function T(f, r) is the integrated spherical image of f and, in particular, is independent of the point aeP 1.
1~ Nothing essential will be lost from this discussion if we take M=P~ in the first case and M = (2" in the second.
12 This condition is equivalent to saying that A x V has proper intersection with the graph F: off in A x M. We shall make this assumption throughout the following discussion. These are obtained by localization in the punctured polycylinders at infinity of Jensen's formula in several complex variables.
Example 8. Finally, in case A and M are arbitrary algebraic varieties (with M complete) and VcM is a divisor, then we still have estimates similar to (A.2.25). Indeed, these may be seen to follow from Example 7.
In conclusion, from Examples 3-8 we may say that Problem A is essentially O. K_ in the case V is of codimension one. (I do not mean to imply here that the really sharp quantitative results given by the second main theorem (S. M. T.) for f: C ~ P1 [12] have in any sense been pushed through in codimension one, but only that the qualitative information given by the classical F.M.T. holds in this case.) However, in the case where codim (V)> 1, we do not seem to know the answer to Problem A. Even for the simplest cases Example 9 . In case f and g are polynomials of degrees e and /3 respectively, then the number of common zeroes is <e-/3. This is the usual Bezout's theorem, and the reader may recall that the proof of this result (elimination theory) is considerably more difficult than the corresponding one-variable statement.
As Problem C. Let A be an algebraic variety and let V, W be pure-dimensional analytic sub-varieties such that the intersection V~ Wis defined. Then can we estimate the volume vol(V~ W) in terms of vol(V) and vol(W)?
Remarks. (i) By using the diagonal construction given above, we may assume that either V or W is an algebraic sub-variety. (ii) By localization at infinity, we see that Problem C (and therefore all of the other problems) are local questions in a punctured polycylinder. Further reductions of this sort show that the essential question is exactly the Bezout Problem A'.
